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Abstract
The short backfire (SBF) antenna consisting of a large reflector illuminated
by a dipole feed and smaller disk reflector produces .%gain of 15 dB above isotropic.
As an array element it has been efficiently adapted for various configuratieizs of
high-gain antennas produ, ing gains of up to 25dB, with a single SBF element
ca pable of replacing four co six elements of a conventional multidipole array.
Farfield patterns and directivity measurements are presented for a single
element and for a twin element mounted on a common reflector.

Optimized dimen-

sions for both cases are discussed for possible application to more complex types
of antennas.
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2

Typical short-backfire arrays have already been briefly described by
Ehrenspeck (1967). Among these is an 8-element array, which compares favor-

ably with two other arrays of different type-a 36-slot array used by, NASA
(Lantz, 1964), and a 48-dipole array now being used by the European satellitetracking network (Oettl and Thomanek, 1968).

2. SIIORT-IBACKFIRE ANTENNA AS EIEMENT
FOR IIIGII-GAIN ARRAYS
2.1 Dlescription of Short-Backfire (SBF) Antenna
The short-backfire antenna is a highly directional radiator.

Although a

rigorous theoretical solution has not yet been found for this new type of antenna,
experimental studies have enabled us to optimize the most important parameters.
Engineering data for optimally adjusted high-gain and low-sidelobe versions are
already available.
Figure I is a sketch of a 3-GHz model of an SBF antenna, showing the front
view on the left and a cross section on the right.
,he experimental studies.

This model was used for most of

It consists of a circular planar reflector M of diameter
DM with a rim B of width
WB along its edge, a reflecWe

M

tor disk R of diameter DR
concentric with M (DR being

Mmuch

tween the reflectors M and
R. In the figure, the spac-

R

_T

®R

smaller than D M). and
a slotted-dipole feed F be-

SR

ings between reflector M and
feed F, and between reflector
M and reflector disk R, are
marked S. and SRO respect-

L
Figure 1. Sketch of 3-GHz Model
of SBF Antenna

ively; Q indicates the supporting rod for the reflector disk R.
The special structure of
the slotted dipole feed F made

it necessary for rod Q to be made from nonducting materials.
fed dipoles are used, howev.,

If symmetrically

the center of the reflector disk R can be supported

with a metal rod attached to the reflector M (ground). Several other ways of supporting R are described by Ehrenspeck (1967 and 1970).
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II

Typical short-backfire arrays have already been briefly described by
Among these is an 8-element array, which compares favor-

ihrenspeck (19;7).
abl

with two other arrays of different type-a 36-slot array used by NASA

(Iantz, 19b4), and a 48-dipole array now being used by the European satellitetracking network (Oett! and Thon'anek, 1968).

2. ;IiOl'l -II\(KFIL xN'rEVVNA AS EIEtENT
OIll IIl(,lI-(.*I \FRlA ,
2.1 IIeeription of ,Short-Bluckfire (SFi)

Antenna

The shoet-backfire antenna is a highly directional radiator. Although a
rigorous theoretical solution has not yet been found for this new type of antenna,
experimental studies have enabled us to optimize the most important parameters.
Engineering data for optimally adjusted high-gain and low-sidelobe versions are
already available.
Figure 1 is a sketch of a 3-GHz model of an SBF antenna. showing the front
view on the left and a cross section on the right.
the experimental studies.

This model was used for most of

It consists of a circular planar reflector M of diameter
DM with a rim B of width
WB along its edge, a reflec-

1
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W

7-M
SR

0tween

aF
T

R

tor disk R of diameter DR
concentric with M (DR being
much smaller than DM) , and

a. slotted-dipole feed F bethe reflectors M and
R.

In the figure, the spac-

ings between reflector M and
feel F, and between reflector
M and reflector disk R, are
marked SF and SR, respectFigure 1, Sketch of 3-GHz Model
of SBF Antenna

ively; Q indicates the supporting rod for the reflector disk R.
The special structure of
the slotted dipole feed F made

it necessary for rod Q to be made from nonducting materials. If symmetrically
fed dipoles are used, however, the center of the reflector disk R can be supported
with a metal rod attached to the reflector M (ground).
porting R are described by Ehrenspecl. (1967 and 1970).

Several other ways of sup-

3
From extensive studies of the nearfield of the SBF antenna we know that SBF
s-,tenna operation is characterized by multiple reflections of a dipole -excited
electromagnetic wave between the two planar reflectors M and R, and that the space
betwaen M and R acts as an open resonant cavity that radiates most of its energy
from a virtual aperture between the edges of R and B, extending somewhat outside
B (Reference 3).

The best pattern performance and highest efficiency is obtained

from a circular reflector because the entire antenna structure is symmetric, but
square or other rectangular reflector shapes can also be used with only a small
sacrifice in gain and sidelobe level

The directivity of the SBF antenna has been

measured as 15.1 dB on the 3-GHz model of Figure 1. with experimental dimensions of:
DM = Z. OOX
DR = O.50
SF

0. Z5X

S

0. 50X

R
WB

= 0. 50k

M
3.14X3 (area)
Referred to the size of the reflector M, the area efficiency obtained was 83 percent.
Figure 2 shows the E- and H-plane patterns of the antenna diagrammed in
Figure 1.

In both planes, the first sidelobes are more than 22 dB below the main

lobe, and the other sidelobes and backlobes are more than -30dB.

Patterns that

are cuts of *450 between the two major planes (Figure 3) also have very low
sidelobes.
For an HP beamwidth of 340 in both the E and the H planes the directivity,
calculated from an improved gain-beamwidth product equation (Stegen, 1964), is
14. 8 dB.

This is in good agreement with the 15. 1 dB measurement by a pattern

integration technique (Fulmer and Mosely, 1960).
Since feed F in Figure 1 is a linear dipole,. the patterns in Figure 2 are those
for linear polarization. For transmitting or receiving radiation of arbitrary
polarization, crossed dipoles like those shown in the photograph in Figure 4 can
be used.

With mutual coupling between the dipoles lower than 35 dB, the E- and

H-plane patterns for the individual dipoles of this SBF antenna are the same as
those in Figure 2.
Because of their extremely short axial length of approximately X/ 2, SBF
antennas are especially useful in flushmounted high-gain applications for airplanes
and space vehicles.

The open end of the cavity can be covered with a dielectric
plate (Ehrenspeck. 1967 and 1970) without any noticeable change in antenna performance.

Gains of more than 16 dB can be achieved.
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2.2 lIe

rcription of Short-Backfire (SBF) Element

Earlier investigations with two antennas like the one in Figure I arrayed side
by side with their reflectors M in the same plane proved that this type antenna
is suitable for use as an
array element for high-gain
antennas. Because it has a
relatively wide radiating
aperture, the number of SBF
antennas needed for illuminating a reflector area is much
smaller than the number of
dipoles or slots required 'or
illuminating the same area.
Such a two-SBF antenna array
developed the expected gain
increase of approximately
3 dB.

Its E-plane pattern,

however, showed relatively
high sidelobes for horizontal
polarization of both feeds F.

This being due to the unfavorable array factor of the combination, the sidelobes can

Figure 4. Photograph of SBF Antenna
With Crossed Dipoles

be decreased only by narrowing the spacing between the
two feeds to approximately
IX. which atomatically prohibits the use of one-half of rim B of each SBF antenna
and leads t. the oval shape of the planar reflector M shown in Figure 5.
In Figure 5, a sketch of the resulting array, the letter designations have the
same meaning as those in the SBF antenna of Figure 1. The array consists of two
feeds F, each with a reflector disk R supported by a rod Q of approximately SR/ 2
length, and the oval-shaped planar reflector M with rim B surrounds its entire
circumference. The spacing between the two feeds is SE0 and the largest dimension of the array DM.
In terms of multielement arrays, the combination of F and R as a unit, the
basic element for fabricating short-backfire arrays of any predetermined size,
will be called ISBF element' in the following. Multielement arrays that use a
number of SBF elements instead of conventional radiators like dipoles or slots in
front of a common planar reflector will be called 'SBF arrays. ' F-)r optimum
performance (highest possible gain with sidelobes of about 20 dB below the main-

j6
lobe) the SBF elements have to be inserted into their commun reflector M such
that the reflector disk R is parallel to, and spaced a distance SR from, M. The
spacings are SRZ X/Z;
SE =I to 2.. Variations of
M\
these dimensions result in
changes in the directivity,
S,
a

sidelobe level, and band width, and can be used for
adjusting SBF arrays accord-

F 0

-+

-

T

ing to the specific requirements of any application.
The antenna as des-

-D.

-

-

,Figure 5. Sketch of Two-Element
SBF Antenna Array

cribed is a tv..o-element SBF

array. Its 3-GHz E- and Hplane patterns, shown in
Figure 6 for the longer axis
of the oval-shaped reflector

and both dipoles oriented in a horizontal direction, were obtained with an array of
the following dimensions:
DM = 3. 00..
DR

= 0. 50.

SE

= 1. 00

SF

= 0. 25X

SR

= 0. 50

WB

= 0. 50.

M

= 5. 14.2 (area)

Although the E-plane pattern is narrowed, the H-plane pattern shows very little
change compared with that of the SBF antenna in Figure 1. The sidelobes are
r -spectively 20 dB and 22. 5 dB below the mainlobe in the E- and H-plane patterns.
The directivity was measured at 17. 5 dB, corresponding to an area efficiency of
87 percent (referred to the area of reflector M). Calculating according to Stegen
(1964), we get a directivity of 17. 5 dB for the beamwidth values of 22 0 and 310 in
the E and H planes respectively.
The similarity of the pattern shapes of Figures 2 and 6 indicates that approximately the same illumination function can be assumed for the reflector M of the
SBF antenna in Figure 1 (area 3.14 XZ) and that of the two-element SBF array in
Figure 4 (area 5. 14 X2). Based on the -eflector areas of both antennas we could
anticipate a 2. 2 dB increase in the directivity of the two-element SBF array. The

If
7

~Figure

6. Radiation Patterns of Two-Element SBF Antenna Array in Figure 5
(Patterns are shown out to approximately +1150; all lobes outside this range
are more than 30 dB below the mainlobe.)
measured directivity increase (by pattern integration) of 2.4 dB is thus again in
good agreement with the calculations.

I3.

CONCLUSIONS

It was the goal qf this report to show how the short-backfire antenna can be
easily converted into a very efficient array element. Only a two-element SBF

~array
i

-

in fact, the smallest version of this type of array

-

was discussed but

~SBF

the described development opens the possibility of combining larger numbers of
elements for multielement high-gain broadside arrays. The most significant

limprovement
[

offered by the short-backfire arraying technique is that every four to
six fed elements of conventional multielement arrays can be replaced by a single

~SBF
I

element, without any decrease i;. gain. In addition, the greatly reduced
number of feeds reduces the complexity and increases the gain and reliability of

i

the array.
A program of experimental studies on SBF arrays with 4, 8, and 16 SBF
elements, with gains varying between 17 and 25 dB is currently being carried on
at the AFCRL Microwave Physics Laboratory.
shortly in a series of resear-h reports.

The results will be published
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